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Objectives for Our Time Together

● Identify institutional changes and restructuring that a College 
can make through collaborative efforts that center careers and 
equity

● Define intersectional and intentional design as critical for 
equity-advancing work

● Recognize opportunities to leverage strategies and resources 
that support equity-minded, career-focused redesign and 
practices throughout a College
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Agenda

● Opening Activity

● Leading Structural Changes in College Functions

● Leading Career-Focused Change Centered on Racial 
Equity

● STEM Career Community Pilot

● Technology and Webpage Transformation

● Questions/Discussion
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Which image best reflects your own experience choosing your career?





Leading Structural Change in College Functions
Be intentional about helping college members understand 
your student success outcomes and to understand these are 
a reflection of your practices—which can be changed 

Reflect on your “Why” 

In activist terms we call this “la Causa”--the reason you 
invest in the actions that lead to change 

What is your “Causa”? Mine: To increase dignity, to uphold 
humanity. To honor our students—who they are and where 
they come from.  To ensure that your practices are like those 
of Jaime Escalante when he taught students in Garfield HS 
AP Calculus and the College Board couldn’t believe the 
results. To fight for Social Justice. 





















When did we get “real” with ourselves? 
2010: Educational Master Plan & Leadership Journey 

2011: Student Access & Success Initiative Round 1 and HSI Grant for Pathways FYE 

2012: SASI Round 2 &  Academy for Professional Learning 

2013: SASI Round 3 & Career Pathways Trust 

2014: Vote of No Confidence 

2015: Jaime Escalante Exhibit-celebrating Hispanic Serving Institution Identity

HSI TItle V Grant to focus on Second Year Pathway; Contextualize Speech Classes  w/ 
Career   



2016: Center for Urban Education partnership—adopt equity mindedness framework 

Majors Fair; Career Month; Career Jam; Strong Workforce Taskforce; Dual Enrollment-The 
Pasadena Academic & Career Trust (The PACT)    

2017: Change Equal Employment Opportunity Hiring Process; EWD Director 

2018: Multiple Measures Implemented prior to law passing; Student Services Move Career 
Center to EWD, Equity Director, PD Director   

2019: All students start in college level courses; Freeman Center Grand Opening, new 
President former CTE Dean a Santa Barbara   

2020: Focus on Career 





Leading Structural Change in College Functions
Be Brave and engage in risk-taking. Start somewhere and 
design iteratively.  Be a change agent. 

Practices that need to change: 
• Classroom 
• College Culture 
• Hiring 
• Services 
In what manner: 
• Co-Creation 
• Race Conscious 
• Culturally Relevant 
For: 
• Liberation 
• Social Justice 



Personal “Why”—My “Causa” 



















Stop Turf Protecting 
Centering Career in every Part of the College requires that you let go of fear 

Fear that your part of the work is not important or that people don’t value you or 
that they will not hire more people that serve in the same role as you, or fear that 
your job will go away 

Please remember that in the history of higher education--racial equity gaps persist 
for African American, Latinx and Native American students.  If we continue doing 
the same practices, we will get the same results. 
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Leading Career-Focused Change Centered on Racial 
Equity

Framework for Equity-Mindedness from the 
Center for Urban Education at USC
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Leading Career-Focused Change Centered on Racial Equity: 
From Hispanic-enrolling to Hispanic-serving

“[W]hat does it mean to serve Latinx students beyond enrollment and 
graduation?...the idea of ‘serving’ students has evolved to include 
producing academic and social support and fostering a positive 
campus racial climate” (García & Taylor, 2017).

Our Mission: PCC is an equity-minded learning community 
dedicated to enriching students’ academic, personal, and 
professional lives through an array of degree and certificate programs, 
campus engagement, and customized student support.
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What do you 
know about 
Latina/o/x 

students at your 
College?

Where do you 
see Latina/o/x 

students 
thriving at your 

College?

What strengths 
do Latina/o/x 

students bring to 
your College?

Making Time for Inquiry and Reflection
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Adapting Guided Pathways towards Career Inclusion

“Career Communities use a metamajor approach to help students 
identify broad areas of study and explore careers that they may be 
interested in by providing related extra- and co-curricular activities and 
experiences. Students are exposed to multiple career assessments, 
meet with peers interested in similar careers, and are provided with a 
menu of supports and resources to help them reach their academic 
goals. These resources and experiences purposefully engage diverse 
professionals and mentors. Career communities also create cohort-like 
learning environments that affirm cultural strengths and identities, a 
key factor in creating a sense of belonging among [Latina/o/x] students” 
(Abriendo Caminos PCC Title V Grant, 2019). 
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● Southeast Asian American and Latina/o/x students experience the 
lowest high school graduation rates

● African American, Native, and Latina/o/x students experience the 
lowest BA/BS attainment

● Latinas/os/xs are significantly less of those employed in the highest 
paying occupations (e.g. management, professional, and related 
positions)

● Latinas/os/xs are significantly overrepresented in lower-paying service 
occupations (e.g. agricultural workers, grounds maintenance workers, 
housekeeping workers)

(Southeast Asia Resource Action Center, 2013; Perez Huber 
et al., 2015; US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013, 2014)

A Broad but Informative Overview
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Our students 
do not experience 
career exploration 
or career choice in 

colorblind ways
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We must be race-conscious in order to truly reckon with the fact that work has been 
defined -and restricted - along lines of race/ethnicity, class, gender, and citizenship.
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What if we saw PCC as one part of an ecosystem of support and 
strength for our students?
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What would it look like 
if we created Career Communities

with resources, services, activities, and 
relationships that “provid[e] educational 

advancement and outcomes for students while 
recognizing their racial and cultural ways of 

knowing”(García, 2019, p.6)?

Intentional and Intersectional Design
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STEM Career Community Pilot 
● With the support of 

administration, 
faculty, counselors 
and staff we started 
the pilot for our STEM 
Career Community in 
Fall 2018.

● Resdesigning support 
services to career 
focused and 
community based 
learning.
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STEM Career Community Pilot 

● Just like a 
neighborhood a 
community is made 
up of people, places 
and activities that are 
intended to help 
students explore 
careers and connect 
them to the resources 
and support 

 

Counselors
Success Coaches

Faculty Tutors
Students

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pITR_lOjoqU
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STEM Career Community Pilot - ROUND ONE - Fall 2018

What We Did

8 STEM Counselors - 4 
pairs of counselors had a 
caseload of approximately 
350 new to PCC STEM 
students.
Students only had access 
to their designated STEM 
counselors.
Each set of counselors 
sent out messages to their 
students through PCC 
Connect (Starfish).
Students used PCC 
Connect (Starfish) to 
access their Success 
Network and book an 
appointment with a 
counselor. 

1,432
First-Year STEM Students

Students

STEM Counselors

PCC Connect

Of the 1,432 First-Year STEM students: 

● 637 Pathways 
● 795 Non-Pathways

All students were contacted via email 
and telephone. 

Extra effort was given to students who 
were not affiliated to a special program. 

Equity Minded Action



ROUND ONE - What We Learned 

What We Learned
Access to only two 
counselors was 
inequitable because 
availability of counselors 
was limited.
Non-pathways students 
made less appointments 
and continuing STEM 
students wanted to book.  
There was a need for a 
lead counselor to 
coordinate messaging to 
students, collaborate with 
STEM faculty and work 
with other stakeholders.
Using two systems to book 
appts and makes 
counseling notes was time 
consuming. 

STEM 
COUNSELORS

STEM Success Team

STEM Outreach Specialist 
STEM Faculty Lead
Transfer Specialist
STEM Coach
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STEM Career Community Pilot - ROUND TWO - Spring 2019

4,888
First-Year STEM Students

Students eSARS

Moved from serving 1,432 First-Year 
STEM students to ALL STEM students.

Equity Minded Action

What We Did

All STEM students had 
access to all 6 STEM 
counselors.
ALL STEM students could 
make appointments with 
any STEM counselor using 
an eSARs link. 
A lead counselor was 
appointed to work directly 
with the success team and 
coordinate messaging.
Monthly meetings with 
Faculty lead, coaches and 
other members of the 
success team to address 
needs of the students 
population. 

STEM Faculty Lead and Counselor
Meeting Topics:

Objectives and outcome 
goals for the success 
team.

How can we serve 
students holistically?

Student support services 
and STEM centers. 

Common issues based on 
research and solutions.

Guest Speakers. 
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ROUND TWO - What We Learned

What We Learned

Students appreciated the 
online booking and access 
to multiple counselors.
Serving ALL STEM 
students felt less like a 
caseload assignment.
Appointments were well 
attended even with 2-week 
in advance options.  
Lead counselor worked 
with success team to 
coordinate events, send 
out messages to students 
and implement 
interventions designed to 
reach students in need. 
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STEM Hours and Appointments
STEM Lead 
• 15 hours for STEM (9 hours of STEM 

Appointments and 6 hours of 
coordinating.

• Other part of load general counseling.

50% Full Time Counselor
• 15 hours of appointments for STEM 

students

Adjuncts
• 4 counselors assigned

• 100% of their general counseling load 
to STEM appointments

• 15 hours each

≈45 Appointments per week. 
45 minute appointments.
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STEM Career Community Pilot - ROUND Three - Fall 2019

What We Did

PCC STEM Programs and 
Majors Fair
Gateway Intervention 
Courses
Lead Counselor 

• Serves as a liaison with 
instructional faculty lead in STEM to 
develop processes, programs, and 
supports for students in STEM. 

• Works with the STEM counseling 
team on best ways to serve 
students. 

• Works with the Success Coaches on 
management of the student 
caseloads.

6,207
All STEM Students

Students
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GOALS FOR SPRING 2020

• Improve on the caseload management.

• Strategize with other programs to avoid duplication of services and resources

• Communication strategies with students and the campus community.

• Gather data and research for each career community to identify achievement gaps.

• Identify equity minded solutions to unique issues within each career community. 

• Develop academic and career development milestones for each career community. 
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Career Communities & Locations 
STEM 

• STEM Center/Math Success Center

Business & Industry 

• Freeman Center for Career and 
Completion 

Health Sciences & Wellness

• STEM Center

Liberal Arts

• Writing Support Center 

Social and Behavioral Sciences

• Writing Support Center 

Arts, Communication & Design

• Learning Assistance 



Career Communities Canvas Shell
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Meet Your Success Team 

● Members of the community 
● Access to PCC to book appointments

Learn About Career Support 

● General Exploration
● Preparing for Work
● Internships and Jobs

Find Cool Things to Do 

● Link to Career Community Calendar



● Webpage
● Online orientation
● Starfish
● DegreeWorks
● EMSI
● JobSpeaker
● Nudges
● Canvas
● Program Mapper
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Technology & Webpage Transformation



● Laid the foundation for an overhaul of 
the entire website 7-8 years ago.

● Full site overhaul - Summer 2016  
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eSTEM Website



● Integrating the guided pathways through a 
career community frame - July/August 
2018

What we can do with this tool...

● We can track searches on the websites 
which can help us understand if the 
navigation is working as we hope.

● We can track the hits on individual pages 
to help identify what is working and what is 
not being used so it can be revisited.

● Program and career related information 
can help inform interventions.
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Career Threaded Through Technology
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Career Community 
Landing Page

● Open with a focus on career.
● Incorporates EMIS data for 

“bright outlook” careers.
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EMSI - Career Coach
● Total visitors in the last 6 months: 

14,261
● Top viewed career data
● Top Viewed Programs
● Top favorite careers
● Top favorite programs and program 

link clicks.

What we can do with this tool...
● Data can help inform programs of demand
● Can help inform scheduling of demand on courses for specifically high 

demand classes
● Can connect program demand and career to inform professional learning 

opportunities for faculty and staff in the areas of career exploration and 
connection of their programs to careers. 
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EMSI - Alumni Tracker
● Alumni Tracker is an amazing tool 

that lets us know where students 
are working and most importantly if 
they are employed in the field in 
which they studied.

What we can do with this tool...
● The tool helps us secure additional work-based learning opportunities as we 

know where alumni are working and can reach out to them.
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Intake - Orientation
● Guided Entry: online orientation 

redesign September 2017
● Students select a career community 
● Career confidence scale - > 

interventions by career staff (Fall 
2019)

● Freeman Center for Career and 
Completion

What we can do with this tool...
● Summer Jam focused on Career Community

● Open house broken up by career community

● Targeted messaging about events and activities that are 

career community-specific.
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PCC Connect
● Tool to connect success centers, tutoring, instructional faculty, career 

support, library. Early alert and referral system
● Referral to career support. Helps the career center outreach intentionally 

to students who have been referred and close the support loop. 
● Success Teams can use this tool to access caseloads by career 

community to message, make appointments, assign success plans, assign 
to-do items

● Students have direct access to their success network for their career 
community. 
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Other Technology
● Centralized Calendar with filter 

capabilities including career tags 
among other tags to help student 
navigate to their interest areas 
(Winter 2020)

● Canvas Shell for Career 
Communities – used as an 
information home base for career 
communities. Also a nudging tool.

● DegreeWorks-connecting degree 
audit to career activities based on 
level of audit completion for informed 
courses selection decisions.

● Communications/Nudges 



Thank you!
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Questions/Discussion


